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Abstract:
This paper mainly focuses on Ancient and Modern Cosmology with true
Cosmography design of universe with Sacred Geometry called Cosmometry. The ancient
Cosmology view of all world religions has mentioned that the Earth is Flat and Stationery.
This beautiful universe is daily rotating on the Flat Earth, which is the ultimate reality.
Today there is a great awareness among people about the Flat Earth concept because of
information technological era. In this paper the real geometry of the universe is well
presented by which all the present day problems of the Cosmology and Astro-Physics
through Gödel Universe Metric can be solved. Also the relation between energy of Jiva
(i.e. Soul) of human being with universe geometry and how Jiva's consciousness affects on
the universe geometry, the 5 elements of the nature, solar system, planets, stars and
galaxies through Aether energy is discussed. The aim of this paper is to bring awareness
among the scientists about the energy of Jiva of human being, universe real geometry and
the role of Pole Star in relation with the upcoming transformation process of the universe
which will be the top most event in the history of humanity.
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INTRODUCTION:
All around us there is a gigantic and very beautiful universe with tremendous and marvelous
planetary system. After seeing this, the human mind is compelled to get into deep introspection of
how this universe comes into existence?
To understand the true nature of the universe, it is necessary to find out answers for
certain queries such as What is Jiva (i.e. Soul)?, From where Jiva came?, What is the Conscious
Unified Field (i.e. Chetana) of the universe?, What is Aether (i.e. Dravya/Quantum Vacuum
Energy)?, What is Unified Sacred Geometry of Cosmos (i.e. Cosmometry)?, What is the structure of
the Earth and Universe in view of ancient religion’s cosmology?, What is secrecy of Cosmic Cycle
(i.e. Kālacakra)?, etc. In this research paper, it has been tried to give solutions to these unsolved
queries and mysteries of the universe with the unification of science and spirituality.
I. Some Important Facts Regarding True Nature of the Universe:
Some of the important facts regarding true nature of the universe are as follows.
A. What is Jiva (i.e. Soul)?
In reality we are not a mortal physical body but a point of metaphysical light energy which is
known as Consciousness Quantum Spiritual Energy (CQSE i.e. Jiva or Soul), which is very
subtle, immortal, eternal and cannot be seen with the human eyes or by a microscope. When the
Soul leaves from a body, it is known as death and when it enters in a new body, it is known as
birth. The Soul with the help of 10 dimensional Strings which are connected to all Aethric energy
points creates energy in Planck's small space called Hilbert Space under Lagrangian mechanics
and this Aetheric energy gives power to 37 trillion cells of our body with 13 energy centers and
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with the help of brain’s Hypothalamus, Pituitary, Pineal glands and 100 billion neurons, Soul can
control the all the movements of our body.
Soul acts on Brain through Aether medium by creating vibrations in quantum vacuum energy
which creates electromagnetic bio-photons through torsion waves, and these acts on microtubules
of Brain under mechanism of quantum computing for collapse of quantum wave functions which
gives experience to Soul. So our body is like a robot, brain is like supercomputer and soul is like a
programmer. All the Aether energy contained in the human body can be extracted by the soul
while leaving from the physical body. As per our previous birth Karmic Account (i.e. persons’
actions and conduct during successive reincarnations), the power of purity of the soul greatly
affects on DNA of new body and accordingly that the structure of our body will be formed. Hence,
as per previous birth Karmic Account, structure of our body and birth place will be fixed. When we
leave one body, we take another body of human being only and not any animals body as the DNA
of both are very different from each other. Soul give program to DNA via morphogenetic field to
build organs of body. Also it carry information for next birth of Human body.
According to famous UK physicist Roger Penrose and his fellow scientist Stuart Hameroff,
“Human consciousness is not originated from human brain but it is basic vibration frequency of
very subtle space which interacts with human brain through quantum gravity.” [1] The Soul’s
subtle Planck geometry is very small and less than 1.616 x 10-35 meter, whose energy waves Planck
time is 5.39 x 10-44 second. The neurons in the human brain cells catch this basic frequency and
interact with the soul. Shakespeare said that, “This world is a stage and we are all the actors”. On
this earth, we are like a guest. In reality, we came from the cosmic or soul world (i.e. Anti-matter
world) which is beyond this physical world.
B. The Conscious Unified Field of Universe:
To most people, it is obvious that the Universe is an organized unity. Whenever we look, from the
innermost recesses of the atom to the far-flung galaxies, we encounter harmony and order of
eternal cosmic laws. Today we know this mysterious universe governed by many well defined
physical, chemical and biological laws; but there are many other deep and fundamental laws of
universe which we don't know, because the knowledge of universe, its structure and operation is
like an ocean. That's why Isaac Newton said that “What we know is the drop, what we don't
know is the ocean!”
Today many physicists and cosmologists around the world are doing the research to find
out the ultimate mysteries of universe. In our present state of knowledge nature's varied
phenomena required a multiplicity of different descriptions - a theory of gravitation, a theory of
electromagnetism and so on. Many theoretical physicists believe, however, that underlying this
multiplicity is a unified description of nature i.e. The Theory of Everything (TOE) or The
Conscious Unified Field Theory of Universe from which entire universe is manifesting. Many
scientists think that as per Standard Model of Physics, there may be any basic particle of all
particles and a super force of all forces.
Dr. John Hagelin a US theoretical Physicist has carried out deep research on this theory
with the help of Super String theories and found that such Conscious Unified Field of universe
must be in the 10th dimension of the universe with high Quantum Vacuum Energy (Aether) level of
1019 GeV with Infinite Silence Field of Pure Consciousness. [2] For this Unified Field the entire
universe is manifesting with the help of 5 elements (i.e. Dravya) of nature with their particles and
force carriers which are mind blowing. Further all particles and forces of this Unified Field can be
represented through Unified Geometry as shown by American theoretical physicist Antony Garrett
Lisi, who has proposed a Unified Field Theory based on the E8 Lie group, combining particle
physics with Einstein's theory of gravitation.[3] This theory shows that the universe is running
under mechanism of Geometrical pattern of particles and forces at very high energy levels in dance
of Creation from Unified Field of universe.
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C. Aether Energy- Sixth Element ( Dravya) of the Cosmic World
The Nature consists of 5 elements such as earth, water, fire, air and sky. Aether is the sixth element
(i.e. Dravya) of the cosmic world which is mixed into all the elements of the nature in different
proportions. There are two types of Aether elements one is Golden Luminous and other is Radiant
which is present in nature’s 5 elements. Aether energy is known as life force or vital force.
The structure of Aether is very much subtle of the value 10-35m which is impossible to
measure by present set up. The Dark Energy which is being searched by today’s scientists is
nothing but the Aether element energy. Hence science is considering Aether as an imaginary
element which is its biggest mistake. In scientific language, the Aether is known as Quantum
Vacuum Energy whose density is 5.16x1093gm/cm3. If we compress all the planets and galaxies of
the universe in 1 cm3 volume then its density will be 5.16x1055 gm/cm3. It means Aether energy
contained in 1 cm3 volume is more than 1038 gm/cm3 when compared with visible matter of the
universe which is tremendously high and very powerful. The Aether energy contained in 1 cm3
volume can completely vaporize all the sea water present on the earth. There is 99.99% Aether
occupied in the universe and the visible matter is only 0.01% which we can see. Aether has
interaction with the 5 elements through Unified Geometric Field, hence nature’s Mathematics lies
in Geometry and not in Algebra.
Aether was discussed in Indian Vedic literature and by Ancient Greece philosophers
Socrates and Plato. Old civilizations came to know that the Aether receiving capacity of the earth
had got reduced hence they had constructed many sculptures such as Pyramids, Ester Islands,
Maya culture pyramids etc. Today, there is a misconception about ancient sculptures that these
were constructed by Ancient Aliens but it is not the truth. Because such sculptures were
constructed by our old civilizations on the earth’s ley line so that Aether energy could be absorbed
and fed to the core of the earth. As the time passed, the Aether energy receiving capacity of the
earth’s core has been continuously reducing due to which the natural disasters on the earth are
increasing.
In reality, the thoughts of human souls are creating and disturbing the earth's magnetic
field through Aether energy. There is an example of 9/11 terrorist attack on twin towers of world
trade center in America. On that day, the scientists have observed the sudden variation in the
earth's magnetic field recorded by Global Coherence Network which was created by collective
frequency of deep sorrow of human souls got tuned with the natural frequency of the earth. Hence
there was Global Resonance takes place which is also known as Schumann Resonance. Famous
scientist Nikola Tesla said that “The earth's vibration frequency is in between 6 to 8 Hertz which is
equal to our heart's vibrational frequency hence human consciousness greatly affects earth’s
ecological system." The complete universe works on one Unified Geometric Field which joined all
the particles or 5 elements. But the scientists are not accepting unified geometric field due to
which they are unable to find out nature’s wonderful Theory of Everything.
D. The Unified Sacred Geometry of Cosmos (i.e. Cosmometry)
Our old civilizations had realized that the 5 elements of the physical world such as earth, water,
fire, air, and sky which are known as five Platonic geometries are made from Aether Sacred
Geometry. We had find out sacred geometry of the 5 elements such as Flower of Life, Vesica Pisces,
Metatron’s Cube and Tree of Life. These types of symbols were used in art works of all old
civilizations. The 7 vowels of music created by this sacred geometry and the resonance frequency
of the universe are in the form of sound of "Om". There is a unique geometric structure of these 5
elements among each other with Fibonacci Numbers and Golden Ratio for creation of mater and its
forces.
Universe is nothing but Ultimate Sacred Geometry (i.e. Cosmometry) of Conscious Unified
Field of Universe from which entire universe is manifested through various fundamental patterns
of Energy, Frequency and Vibration. At its foundation, Cosmometry is a study of the fundamental
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patterning of cosmic manifestation which is composed of three energetic-synergetic components.
[4] These are:
a. Vector Tensegrity - Geometric pattern and structure (crystalline forms)
b. Torus Flow Process - Primary form of energy in motion as a discrete entity (whirlpools)
c. Field Patterning – Standing wave interaction of vector and torus dynamics (water waves)

a. Vector Tensegrity – Foundational to the cosmic phenomena we can observe (photonic and
atomic radiation) and determine to exist (e.g. dark matter/energy) and directly experience that
the Unified Field is of infinite energy and creative potential. Commonly known as the zero-point
field or vacuum of space (or called plenum, meaning "fullness"), this is the source state that
precedes manifest reality (both physical and metaphysical). This Unified Field has a specific
Cosmometry (or geometry) wherein all energetic radiation, gravitation, magnetism, tension,
pressure, thought, feeling, etc resolves into a state of perfect and absolute equilibrium – zero
differential and fluctuation. The name of this Cosmo-metric pattern is Isotropic Vector Matrix
(IVM). Isotropic means “all the same”. Vector means “line of energy”. Matrix means “pattern of
energy lines”. It is a pattern of energy lines that are all the same everywhere. Here is an illustration
of this matrix (that includes highlighting of two basic geometric forms inherent within it:
Cuboctahedron (also called a Vector Equilibrium) and Octahedron. When energy comes into a state
of perfect and absolute equilibrium, all differentiation becomes zeroed out, resulting in a Unified
Wholeness that is beyond even the concept of unity. Vector Equilibrium has the inherent ability to
“collapse” in a spiraling motion And quite remarkably, as it does so it transforms through phases
that include symmetrical articulation of the icosahedron, dodecahedron, octahedron, cube and
tetrahedron. In other words, the VE inherently has the potential to create all of the platonic solids
(Elements / Drvya) in one swift motion from energy of Unified Field of Universe.
The VE is the most basic symmetry of the Isotropic Vector Matrix, and is essentially the
focal point of all manifest energy events, be they protons, electrons, crystals, planets, stars,
galaxies… This is because every one of these events is the result of an impulse that introduces
tension/pressure dynamics (differentials) which collapse the zero-point IVM /VE Cosmometry
into a discrete phenomenon with its own unique focal point – the center around which it exists.
This center point is the center of the VE. It is the “singularity” that connects the entity to the
Unified Field in its zero-phase. Everything is always connected to the Unified Field in its zerophase, and in this way, everything is always connected to the center of everything else. This is an
extreme beauty of Conscious Unified Field of universe who is Gforce of the universe.
b. Torus Flow Process:- When energy becomes manifest (collapses out of IVM zero-point
equilibrium) it immediately sets up a polarized dynamic, creating the fundamental form of
energetic flow called the Torus. Everything, from atomic “particles” to electromagnetic fields, to
weather patterns, to trees, to us, to ecosystems, to planets, to stars and galaxies, is toroidal in
nature. The Universe is a seamlessly embedded fractalization of torus energy flow. Here is a simple
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illustration of a torus as per fig. The characteristics of the torus are of primary importance to our
understanding of how healthy and sustainable living systems are formed at all scales of existence.
• It is made from the medium in which it exists
• It is self-generating and self-sustaining
• It exchanges information and resources throughout itself and with the environment in
which it exists
• It has a continuous feedback loop and is self-reflexive
• It is both an autonomous entity and integral part of a larger wholeness
• It is centered by a singularity that connects it with the entire Universe
c. Field Patterning: - The third primary component of Cosmometry is the patterning of the energy
as it manifests in and around all entities – the Field Patterning – and as it seamlessly scales from
micro to macro, quantum to galactic, with maximum efficiency and harmony. Again quite
remarkably, in exploring this patterning we are able to observe that the most basic aspects of the
fractal-holographic nature of the cosmos – the presence of the PHI ratio. It appears that the general
manifest field of space-time is fundamentally based upon the phi ratio in its Cosmometry. It is one
of nature’s most fundamental scaling ratios, providing the maximum efficiency and balance of
energy flow throughout the cosmos. There are four fundamental characteristics of how phi is
observed: as Spiral, Quantity, Scale and Angles. The following sections provide a brief introduction
to each one with a few examples found in nature.
E. What is the Structure of the Universe?
The famous scientist Nikola Tesla said that “If you want to understand the Universe, think of
Energy, Frequency and Vibration.” Hence to reveal the secrets of the universe we must have to
understand the basic 3 energies, 6 frequencies and 9 vibrations of the universe.
The figure 1 and 2 shows structure of universe as per Jain philosophy and proposed structure of
the universe.

Fig. 1 Jain Structure of Universe

Fig. 2 Proposed Structure of Universe

The structure of universe is like a Yogi’s body who is doing Sadhana, in which the Cosmos is the
head and all star celestials are part of Cosmic brain, Pole Star is like hypothalamus, White hole is
like crown chakra of universe, all planets are body parts like heart, lungs, liver, stomach etc. and
Flat Earth is like Yogi’s legs with Earth’s core as Kundalini (i.e. Serpant) power of universe in
Muladhar chakra. Beyond this marvelous universe, there is nature’s 6th element as of golden
particles known as Golden Luminous Aether energy (Quantum Vacuum Energy) and in science, it
is known as antimatter. Yogis called this soul world as Shantidham, Nirvandham, Brahmlok. This
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marvelous cosmic world is connected to the physical world through White hole. This White hole is
an opening of the cosmic world in which there is power to rotate this universe. This White Hole is
the center of gravity of the universe and giving Aether energy to Pole Star whose astral link is with
all the stars and galaxies of the universe by which the entire universe rotates continuously in cyclic
pattern in the clock wise direction on Flat and Stationary Earth.
The physical world is in 4 dimensions in which objects are 3 dimensions and time is 1 in
one dimension and ultimately it is subpart of complete universe. Today scientists know only half
portion (i.e. physical world) of the universe and half upper portion (i.e. subtle and cosmic world) is
still unknown to them. If we join physical, subtle and cosmic worlds then there is formation of the
complete universe, which is present in 10 dimensions and in this topology only we can get perfect
equations of the complete universe. Thus, the description of three worlds:1. Physical World: - In this world there is existence of human beings, animals and 5 elements of the
nature.
2. Subtle World (Devloka): - This region is beyond the sky and one can reach to this region by
astral body only.
3. Cosmic World (Aloka):- In this region, there is an existence of all Souls of World in peace and
purity. Also there is existence of 6th element i.e. Aether in bulk quantity.
The Present universe is like a Gödel Universe in which each and every particle completes
its loop after certain period. The sky is rotating above the earth like Rotating Gödel Universe in
which gravity and quantum field are combined in the subtle form and continuously rotating with
Gödel Geometric Matrix. The Rotating Gödel Universe is a complete solution to Einstein’s field
equations.
Many unsolved problems regarding physical world such as sun corona, sun
neutrino problem, EPR (Einstein Podolsky Rosen) paradox and wave function problem etc can be
satisfactorily solved by the cyclic Gödel Universe. If scientists accept the Gödel universe model
then many secrets and wonderful geometry of the universe may get revealed.

F. Structure of Earth
In reality, the earth is not round but a flat disc and it is stationary. The concept of flat earth is not
new for us and there was an acceptance of it, in astrology of all major religions from 2500 years
ago. If we read holy books of all religions like Bible, Quran, Vedic Science and Jain’s Agam Sutras,
we will find out the structure of universe in Geocentric Model, where Earth is flat, stationary and at
the centre of universe. The complete universe is rotating in a clock wise direction through power
from white hole like a net cage on the Flat Earth. There are two massive black holes presents
below and above the earth, due to which the centre of the core is acting as a bad conductor and
splitting the monopole into two parts forming dipoles hence we observed two North Poles on the
earth and this fact is unknown to the scientists. Also due to these black holes, all light rays get
cyclic path from Sun and Moon. The galaxies, sun, moon etc. are continuously rotating around this
stationary earth due to which there is formation of electromagnetic field and it also charges the
atmosphere above the earth.
When light rays from Sun and Moon passed through black hole, it becomes curved and
come downward in cyclic pattern and try to go back to their origin as per Gödel Geometric Metrics.
Due to this the light rays of the sun and moon are falling on the earth in round shape hence the
earth appeared to be in a round shape when we see it from the space. We experience day and
night, solar and moon eclipses because of curved shape of light rays as shown in figures 3 and 4.
This is the wonderful truth behind the amazing mysteries of the Flat Earth. If earth is rotating, the
nature might be getting completely destroyed and there will be no existence of life on the earth.
Today there is a great awareness among people about the Flat Earth concept because of
availability of detailed informative videos and books over the internet. The International Flat Earth
society has shown many scientific proofs about Flat and Stationary Earth in the article “200 Proofs
- Earth is Not a Spinning Ball” by Mr. Eric Dubay.
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Fig.3 Day and Night on Flat Earth

Fig. 4 Solar and Moon eclipses on Flat Earth

The deep space missions on moon were unsuccessful due to heavy radiation in Earth’s
Van Allen Belt and also because of cyclic curvature topology of space on the earth. The bodies of
astronauts of Apollo and Soyuz spacecrafts found dead and twisted when spacecrafts returned to
the earth. No human being can go beyond 36000km in space.
The core of the earth is like a heart. At the time of Golden age, the earth’s core was
Monopole and there was large quantity of Mercury around the core in all sides. The Mercury
absorbed the Aether energy and kept the core charged due to which there was generation of the
earth’s electromagnetic field. In Copper age, earth’s core got spilt in two parts (i.e. North and
South) Poles and huge quantity of Mercury got converted into Silicon which was spread into the
land beyond the South Pole. Now all around the core of the earth, there is Silicon which is acted as
a semiconductor due to which it is able to absorb small quantity of Aether energy and it is
discharging resulting in the earth’s electromagnetic field reduction by which many natural
calamities are increasing.
II. Results/Ideas/Thoughts
A. Secrecy of Cosmic Cycle (i.e. Kālacakra)
This mysterious universe is eternal and has no beginning and no end. This universe is nothing but
a big cosmic cycle of different ages like Golden, Silver, Copper and Iron ages and each age is of
1250 years duration. The first half cycle is 2500 years which consists of Golden and Silver ages
known as Heaven on the earth. In this period of 2500 years, Jiva’s and nature were in their highest
and purest form of original qualities with full of happiness. There was the existence of the Deity
Dynasty religion on the Indian continent only. From Copper age, there were establishment of
different religions like Islam, Christian, Buddhist, Jain, Sikhs, Parsi etc. and formation of different
continents on the earth. The history and geography of the universe repeats dramatically after each
5000 years period and it is known as Cosmic Time Cycle according to old civilizations.
As the universe consists of energy, then according to first law of thermodynamics the
universe can neither be created nor be destroyed, it can only be transformed from one form to
another. There are many researches around the world accepting that Big Bang theory of universe
and Evolution theory are not correct as per present observation of the universe. Some of scientific
evidences of 5000 years period of cosmic cycle are:
1. The full life of earth’s magnetic field is 5000 years (ESSA Report)
2. Lead to Uranium conversion takes place in about 5000 years.
3. The universal flood had occurred about the 5000 years ago.
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4. According to fossil radioactivity the geological age of the earth is only thousands of
years.
5. 300 BC Plato had described about highest civilization i.e Atlantis on the earth hence
the present history available is only of 2500 years.
B. The Future of Universe:
Today scientists are observing that, the universe seems to be expanding and the galaxies are
moving far away from one another. As the Pole Star is moving towards the earth, the sky element
is bulging at the centre and hence all the galaxies and stars seem to be expanding which is known
by the spectrum of light. Hence, there is a red shift in the light waves. As the purity of Jivas goes on
decreasing, the serpent power which was in crown center in Golden and Silver ages moves to third
eye center and then to heart center in Copper age, due to which there is a movement of Pole Star
towards the earth gradually. Also it's centre point go on changing and now it is inclined at an angle
of 23.50 with respect to earth centre point. Crown center of serpent emits blue color light and root
center emits red color light due to which the light spectrum from the stars found in red color.
As the speed of motions of the Pole Star is more, at many locations galaxies seem to be
pulling from the back side which is known as Dark Flow Problem and today scientists are unaware
of this fact. The Pole Star will be the medium to spread Aether energy into the physical world and
in future it will come very close to earth. Aether element will be spread into nature’s 5 elements;
hence there will be complete purification of them. Due to the presence of Aether element, Silicon
present in the semiconductor form will be converted into bad conductor due to which all
computers and electronic equipments will stop working hence the complete humanity and its life
style will be disturbed. At the same time, there will be decentralization of Uranium and other
radioactive elements contained in the nuclear weapons resulting in the automatic explosions of
nuclear weapons like Atom, Hydrogen bombs etc.
There will be initiation to many natural disasters such as hurricanes, tsunamis, earthquakes,
etc. Due to explosion of nuclear weapons, the earth’s temperature will be very high due to which
the 96 percent ice present on both the poles of earth will start melting and the sea level may rise to
300 to 400 feet due to which all the cities situated on coastal areas may get submerged. The black
holes below and above the earth in the sky elements will be destroyed by the Aether energy and
the land beyond South Pole will be visible to all and people will come to know that this earth is a
flat stationery disc and it is not round. Though, the world transformation seems to be destruction
but in reality it is a transition of Iron Age to Golden age. Hence, it is time for all us to realized our
true identity as a Soul (i.e. Jiva) and get purified from Unified Filed Consciousness of the universe
for upcoming new Golden age of universe.
III. CONCLUSION
In reality we are not this mortal body but a point of metaphysical light energy called Soul (i.e. Jiva)
which is very subtle, eternal and programmer of physical body which operate through brain. The
consciousness field of Jiva’s has been completely affecting the geometric field of the Aether
element. If our thoughts are holy then through Aether, nature's 5 elements will be pure and holy.
Souls came from the soul world (i.e. Anti-matter world) which is beyond the physical world. There
is a Conscious Unified Field of the universe in the 10th dimension with highest Quantum Vacuum
Energy (i.e. Aether) level of 1021 GeV with Infinite Silence Field of Pure Consciousness. From such
Unified Field the entire universe is manifested with the help of 5 elements (i.e. Dravya) of the
nature with their particles and force carriers at very high energy levels in the dance of Creation.
This mysterious universe is nothing but Ultimate Sacred Geometry (i.e. Cosmometry) of
Conscious Unified Field of universe, from which entire universe is manifested through various
patterns of Energy, Frequency and Vibration. As per Fibonacci and Golden ratio, the Aether energy
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is manifested through three energetic-synergetic components of energy such as Vector Tensegrity,
Torus Flow Process and Field Patterning.
The real structure of the universe is like a Yogi’s body who is doing Sadhana, in which the
Cosmos is the head and all star celestials are part of Cosmic brain, Pole Star is like hypothalamus,
White hole is like crown chakra of universe, all planets are body parts like heart, lungs, liver,
stomach etc and Flat Earth is like Yogis legs with Earth’s core as Kundalini power of universe in
Muladhar chakra. As per ancient Geocentric model of Universe, Earth is a flat and stationary and at
the centre of the universe. The complete universe is rotating in a clock wise direction through
power from white hole through Pole Star like a net cage on the Flat Earth.
As purity of our consciousness shifts and goes on decreasing, there is a movement of Pole Star
towards the earth gradually. Also its centre point will go on changing and now it is inclined at an
angle of 23.50 with respect to earth. The gravitational force between white hole and earth is
continuously reducing day by day due to which Pole Star is moving which resulted into the sky
element is bulging at the centre and hence all the galaxies and stars seem to be expanding.
As per eternal cosmic cycle, it is the call of time for all of us to realize our true identity as a
Soul (i.e. Jiva) and get purified from Conscious Unified Field of the universe for upcoming new
Golden age of the universe.
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